
ECRN Network Seminar
Sharemilking with the Te Raparahi Lands Trust 

(Wāotū)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Support from peers and mentors in a more preciarious role as ECR: Importance of networks beyond supervisors for the first timeLinks to specific geographical organisations (national and global reach)Moving beyond the PhD: A topic that builds on what has come beforeNot too far as to scatter knowledge and publications too widelyMobilities and interdisciplinary work allowed inspiration for a new topicPublishing in Mobilities and social/cultural geographyManaging a project, budget and timeline while teaching full-timeThanks to Paula Smith – insider knowledge was crucial



Sharemilking in NZ
• Contractual arrangement developed over time that shares the costs and 

benefits of operating a diary farm

• 34% of NZ’s dairy herds are in the Waikato, 28% of national total land

• Approximately 1,488 sharemilkers, 5.9 % of total regional employment, 
contributing 9.8 % regional GDP [NZIER, NZ Statistics 2014]

• The average operation milks 285 cows

• Moving Day – 1st June 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are two main types of sharemilking contracts: 1: Variable Order which is an arrangement where the sharemilker usually provides no livestock and minimal machinery but has day-to-day managerial and operation responsibility;  2 herd owning sharemilkers provide the livestock and all mobile machinery – this is called 50/50 sharemilking and the type that I have drawn data from as I was interested in people who move themselves and often their livestockAnecdotally, half of sharemilkers complete a normal three year contract and continue for another term or renew contracts annuallyMoving Day is always 1 June whereby the sharemilkers have to complete the move by midday, allowing for the new sharemilkers to arrive. Needless to say it is a hectic day as everything goes, right down to fencing standards. Michael one of the respondents said “There’s a very small window when you’re homeless and your cow’s are homeless”.



Non-human rural studies approach

• The countryside is more-than human (Whatmore 2003) and 
complex‘Culturenature’ and hybridity of cows and farming questions sharp 
distinctions between social and non-social (natural/material)

• Yarwood and Evans (2000) a sharper focus on livestock can contribute to 
current thinking in rural studies and agricultural geographies

• Fluid notion of place

• Wolch and Emel (1995, 1998); Philo and Wolch (1998); Philo and Wibert 
(2000) ‘Bringing animals into geography’

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Philo and Wilbert, Philo and Wolch, Wolch and Emel – bringing the animals “back in’ to geography”Wolch J and Emel J 1995. Bringing animals back in Environment and Planning D: Society and Space 13: 632-636.Wolch J and Emel J 1998. Animal geographies: place, politics and identity in the nature-culture borderlands London: Verso.Philo C and Wolch J 1998. Through the geographical looking glass: space, place and society-animal relations Society and Animals 6: 167-182.Philo C and Wilbert C (eds) 2000. Animal spaces, beastly places: new geographies of human-animal relations London: Routledge.Farms, cows, working-dogs and sharemilkers share a co-constitutional relationship which craft the spaces of transient farming in the WaikatoThis study de-couples farming practices from static notions of place embracing a rootless and mobile framework more attuned to conceptualisations of urban populations



Distancing from animals as food: thinking about 
livestock and farming
• People eat ‘meat’ not animals – split between conceptual and 

material

• Spatial, emotional and ethical dimensions of the relationship between 
landscape, livestock, farming and rural communities

• Complexities of relationships with livestock as economic units and as 
intrinsic to farming identity along with genuine care for a sentient 
being (Philo 1992; Yarwood & Evans 1998)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These books and articles came on the back of changing times in the relationships between animals and humans, where some animals have high status as companion animals (fur babies), while others may be considered food.There has also been a strong cultural change in Western countries where rapid urbanisation has separated people from the everyday production of food including animals as foodIn contemporary NZ, there is often an idea of the widening gap of understanding between the rural population (particularly farmers) and the urban (rest)



Methods

• Attention and commitment  
to a feminist methodology

• Traditional semi-structured 
interviews

• Farm interviews – in situ 
research, going-along 
with…

• Experiencing a ‘Moving 
Day’ (2016)

• Solicited dairies and self-
directed photography

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Taking a cue from Robyn, Lynda and Elsie Ho – using the body as an instrument of research I  include the politics of position in research, emotional, visceral, affective geographies of farming practices and moving



‘Farming with’ experiences

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This work is based around human experience, (i.e. what a day in farming is like)’ but I paid close attention to what was being said, feeling of being with the farmer, their interaction with livestock, the weather and so onMark Riley (2010, 2011) emplacing the research encounter; and human-livestock relations



Moving Day 2016

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I was lucky enough to have before, during and after Moving Day interviews and experiences with one couple. So it’s not just about interviewing people but becoming part of the process – people forget they’re in a formal interview with tape-recorder and the information is really different.Sometimes it’s hard for people to realise you just want to know mundane informationGendered responses to female researcher – I mopped floors and packed domestic items rather than drove machinery or helped with farm organisation.



Moving and vulnerability
• Landowner has power to decide 

contract terms and negotiation

• Land = security 

• Sharemilkers not only have to 
move house, business, equipment, 
machinery for farming but also a 
herd of cows

• Money (equity) in cows on a 
fluctuating global market = high 
risk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mobility of the sharemilkers enabled and constarined them in different ways



Sharemilkers in Waikato: dairying through a 
crisis
• 2016 a significant downturn in milk solid prices on the global market

“The farm was sold within a month and the sharemilker that was on 
the farm, he’s been on there 15 years – and just like that! 15 years work 
within one month was gone [clicks fingers], destroyed – because the 
people who bought the farm said, “We don’t need a sharemilker” – so 
that was it! That would be soul destroying//” [Interview December 
2015]



Contract woes
• Contracts were individually 

tailored 

• Debt ratio and contract 
negotiation directly affects 
farmer stress

• Knock-on effect to animal 
welfare and farming practice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These debt ratios directly affected animal and farmer health and wellbeing. So what does that actually mean in human terms – that where my research can fill in gaps:One participant in this research was working another job just to keep afloat he said,“I was milking about 3 O’clock in the morning, just to get me through because I came into sharemilking at the wrong time. Then I had to go work (in town) by 6:30 am until 2 in the afternoon, then come back and milk, feed and farm work, and some nights I wasn’t in bed until 1 O’clock in the morning”He did that for over a month. The contact terms were terrible with insufficient mouldy feed for the cows, and wet muddy fields to work with – but he signed because he was desperate and “didn’t really know until it was too late”.Yet others in the study had great relationships with farm owners, had small low-cost herds, autonomy over stocking rates and farmed in their own way – fat cows on grass (no supplements).Still others had corporate landowners (shareholders) who were absent and struggled with miss-communication of ideas and ideals – profit only based 



Farmer identities and suicide/stress/anxiety

• Increasingly disproportionate rate of suicides of farming men in rural 
NZ and Australia “The fallen hero: masculinity, shame and farmer 
suicide in Australia” Gender, Place and Culture (2015)

• Wet season (winter) – “It’s the wettest season in 20 years, I’m tossing 
the turning in bed at night, knowing the cows are tight on their breaks 
… I was right up against the edge at certain times, thinking, how can I 
actually carry on? I spoke to plenty of blokes who, you know, had a 
knot in their guts” [Interview 17 November 2016].

• Paper written on the impacts of the weather for Social and Cultural 
Geography “Research Tropospheres”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Farmers can feel isolated out on farms, the pressure of long hours and frustration with forces beyond their control – like milk prices, the weather conditions and so on make men feel powerlessFear of losing the family farm and farming identity – unable to imagine a different lifeGPC publication on drought and suicide in Australia: masculinity, hero, tough, silent farmerI considered the impact of weather conditions



From economic crisis to social crisis??
• Farmers represented as profit-driven and uncaring polluters
• Past practices have been shortsighted in the extreme
• Little tolerance of ‘dirty’ practices
• Little acknowledgement of

‘plunder’ of environment 
• Ethics and morals of dairying

are increasingly scrutinised

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I also realised a  lot of the interview material was focused on the perception of dairy farmers and farming practice from urban populationsFarming media publications and politics coverge when thinking about environmental impacts of dairying and the ethics of working with livestock for the production and consumption of dairy productsPete said, “We’re all being tarred with the same brush. It’s not right to call into question the whole ethics of the dairy industry. There’s so many good people out there who love their animals and are trying their best – I feel like the urban world hates me, and ‘farmer’ is a dirty word these days’ (Interview 24 November 2015).



Sharemilking with Te Raparahi Trust

• A more positive focus

• Taking the study beyond crisis, suicide and ethics

• Case-study on sharemilking with Te Raparahi

• Non-ownership of land enables sharemilkers in different ways



Miraka Milk Company

• North West Taupō

• Geothermal power

• Small carbon footprint

• https://www.tvnz.co.nz/shows/country-calendar/episodes/s2016-e32

https://www.tvnz.co.nz/shows/country-calendar/episodes/s2016-e32


Te Raparahi Lands Trust

• Te Harore a Kapu
• Farming in perpetuity 
• Kaitiakitanga (stewardship/guardianship)
• Educational grants for local community
• (Sharing wealth)
• Relationships

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sharemilking does however, work well with the idea of stewardship or guradianship of the landTaking ownership away from the land, means leaving it in a better condition for future generations (perpetual ownership)Increased focus on sustainability, farming the soil (balancing soils) and nurturing the land for future generations – the difference is that with the Maori Trust the sharemilkers know that the land is going to remain with the Trust into the future and not be cut up and soldEveryone is on the same page (The Trust and farmers), farmers feel valued and meetings are often and transparent – hui style of gatherings of mutual respect for knowledges, rather than owner – Tennent power arrangement under the Pakeha farming contracts.



The long game – a positive focus

• “Being in Maori ownership it’s about perpetual ownership – setting 
the operation up for sustainability, the Trust is not so worried about 
production/profit in the short term, but you have to be successful, 
otherwise what’s the point? I mean successful across the board, as in 
success in finance, sustainable practice, environmental impact, cow 
health, soil health – it all ties in together – and we’re all in it together
[Interview 17 November 2016]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Homeopathy for cow health and wellbeingWhen dairy crisis hits, it hits the whole communitySpecial partner relationships foster understanding and supportFuture focused (weather the storm)Leave the land better than when found – farming the soilGiving at the heart of production



Wāotū as place: working with Naomi

• Wāotū as place
• Raukawa Iwi
• Stories of gardens and pathways (on land)
• He wā tū tahi ngā rākau 
• “the place of high trees standing by 

themselves”
• Jim Barnett Reserve 
• Pikitū Marae – Ngāti Huri

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While Te Wāotū is the name of a small area in the south Waikato that stretches the mana whenua of Ngāti Huri hapū, who is now one of the only actively maintained hapū in the area, Ngāti Huri act as kaitiaki for the other 13 hapū who have known in generations past to have occupied in and around Te Wāotū area. Te Wāotū is the site of one of the first native schools in the Waikato which opened in 1886 and is the standing place of a number of ancestral and ecological sites of significance to both the hapū and iwi. In 186 AD, the volcanic crater we now call Lake Taupo erupted violently sending out a wave of superheated air and ash that flattened almost everything in its path. The landscape was left burnt and barren in all but a few sheltered spots.At Waotu, a low hill diverted the destruction and a narrow strip of bush was left intact. It stood alone in a sea of regenerating tussock and shrubsOne kaumatua Waea Mauriohooho described its full name as – "Ko tera te wa o te totara' - that is the place of the totara tree.  Another - He wao tutahi nga rakau  - place of the high trees standing by themselves. �



Presenter
Presentation Notes
So the Native land court created the contemporary land parcels but it also served to fragment Maori ownershipIn 1982 the Waotu Lands Trust, established by the Māori Land Court as the government moved away from Crown management of Māori land and began to place it in the hands of the beneficial owners, developed the dairy unit as one major development.There are important and deeper histories which need to be acknowledged around land apportionment, fragmented Maori land ownership, the Crown’s role,  confiscation of land, Maori Land Wars in the Waikato and more 



Hopeful geographies?
• Focusing on Te Raparahi Trust model unfolds a lot of positives

• Cautionary steps that include full histories of place

• Narrations of place, landscape and relationships reveal complexity of 
approaches to farming

• Place and geography matters – relationships matter

• “Yeah I appreciate cows, they give you their life, I love them and 
being around them” [Interview 17 November 2016]
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